BRANCH
CAPTURE
Branch Capture is a convenient web-based solution that
offers intuitive, time-saving features for credit union staff to
efficiently conduct work without error.

BENEFITS
+ All check collection and settlement activity are consolidated in one
place.
+ Minimal keying is required of your credit union staff as missing
account and check numbers are entered into the system for you.
+ Overall efficiency is increased due to the adjustments feature.
+ System features mitigate operational and fraud risks, such as limiting
unnecessary adjustments and/or losses due to duplicate detection.
+ Administrative controls offer staff additional levels of research and
greater insight into the item processing process.

About TranzCapture
Corporate One uses TranzCapture LLC, a credit
union service organization, as the platform for
all its item processing services. TranzCapture
streamlines work through its web-based
platform that offers consolidated administration
and processing.
Users access TranzCapture through Members
Only, Corporate One’s online member portal,
and conduct all item processing work,
including verifying items, viewing archives and
running reports from one consolidated
platform. Members can count on robust
reporting, real-time duplicate item and batch
detection and same-day access to images in a
seven-year archive.

How Does it Work?
TranzCapture verifies the image quality, reads
the item amount, and securely transmits the
image and data file for processing, image
archival and check collection.

FEATURES
+ Web-based software allows scanners to be moved from one machine
to another with minimal effort
+ Items cleared over the counter can be scanned as “image only” and
archived for online access
+ Administration module displays deposit activity by teller, branch and
number of items
+
Adjustment requests can be submitted and tracked online
+ Foreign item image capture and archive

GET STARTED
866/MyCorp1
hello@corporateone.coop

BRANCH CAPTURE
FEATURES CONT’D
+ Savings bonds image collection
+ Real-time detection of duplicate items and batches
+ Real-time and/or next-day Early Warning® Deposit Chek® fraud protection is optional across all deposit channels
(different thresholds can be set for each channel) as an additional, paid feature.
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